The backpropagation algorithm is the most popular algorithm training neural networks nowadays. However, it suffers from the forward locking, backward locking and update locking problems, especially when a neural network is so large that its layers are distributed across multiple devices. Existing solutions either can only handle one locking problem or lead to severe accuracy loss or memory explosion. Moreover, none of them consider the straggler problem among devices. In this paper, we propose Layer-wise Staleness and a novel efficient training algorithm, Diversely Stale Parameters (DSP), which can address all these challenges without accuracy loss or memory issue. We also analyze the convergence of DSP with two popular gradient-based methods and prove that both of them are guaranteed to converge to critical points for nonconvex problems. Finally, extensive experimental results on training deep convolutional neural networks demonstrate that our proposed DSP algorithm can achieve significant training speedup with stronger robustness and better generalization than compared methods.
Introduction
In recent years we have witnessed the wide applications of deep neural networks (DNNs) (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012; LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton 2015) in various areas such as computer vision (Sermanet et al. 2013; Zeiler and Fergus 2014; He et al. 2016a; Huang et al. 2017; Zoph et al. 2018; He et al. 2016b; Real et al. 2018) , speech recognition (Chiu et al. 2018; Graves, Mohamed, and Hinton 2013; Deng, Hinton, and Kingsbury 2013) , natural language processing (Kim 2014; Santos and Zadrozny 2014; Zhang, Zhao, and LeCun 2015) and reinforcement learning (Lillicrap et al. 2015; Mnih et al. 2016; Mnih et al. 2013; Mnih et al. 2015; Tamar et al. 2016) . The increasing depth and size of neural networks are shown to be one of the most important factors leading to this success Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) . However, as the neural networks get deeper and larger (He et al. 2015; Ioffe and Szegedy 2015; Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018; Xie et al. 2017) , the required expensive training time and hardware resources become the bottleneck for DNN in many applications. Data parallelism (Valiant 1990; Bottou 2010) and model parallelism (Lee et al. 2014; Krizhevsky 2014) are two standard parallelism techniques to utilize multiple devices, such as GPU and TPU (Jouppi et al. 2017) , to address these issues.
The data parallelism has been well studied and implemented in existing libraries Abadi et al. 2016; ), but the model parallelism is still underexplored. In this paper, we focus on the model parallelism, where the neural network is too large to train on a single device. The resource utilization of standard model parallelism can be very low. The backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al. 1988; LeCun et al. 1989 ) typically requires two phases to update the model in each training step: the forward pass and backward pass. The forward pass propagates the input from the bottom layers to the top layers, while the backward pass then propagates the error gradient back to the bottom layers. The sequential propagation of activation and error gradient are called backward locking and forward locking ) respectively, because a layer's computations have dependencies. The update locking ) also exists as the backward pass will not start until the forward pass has completed. This sequential execution keeps a device inefficiently waiting for the activation input and error gradient.
Several works have been proposed to address these locking issues. use Decoupled Neural Interfaces (DNI) to predict the error gradient via auxiliary networks, so that a layer uses the synthetic gradient and needs not to wait for the error gradient. (Nøkland 2016) lets hidden layers receive error information directly from the output layer. However, when dealing with very deep neural networks, these methods can not converge. (Belilovsky, Eickenberg, and Oyallon 2019) proposes layer-wise decoupled greedy learning (DGL), which introduces an auxiliary classifier for each block of layers so that a block updates its parameters according to its own classifier. But the objective function of DGL based on greedy local predictions can be very different from the original model. GPipe To overcome the aforementioned drawbacks from a new angle, we first propose Layer-wise Staleness, a fine-grained staleness within the model to allow different parts to be trained independently to a certain extent. Incorporating staleness has been useful for efficient asynchronous execution without synchronization barrier (Ho et al. 2013) , which can be interpreted as another form of locking/dependency. The introduction of preset Layer-wise Staleness enables each part of the convolutional neural network (CNN) to run in a very flexible way with certain degree of asynchrony. Based on the concept of Layer-wise Staleness, we propose a novel parallel CNN training algorithm named Diversely Stale Parameters (DSP), where lower layers use more stale information to update parameters. DSP also utilizes recomputation technique Griewank 1999 ) to reduce memory consumption, which is overlapped with the forward pass. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose Layer-wise Staleness and Diversely Stale Parameters which breaks the forward, backward and update lockings without memory issues.
• Then, we provide convergence analysis for the proposed method. Even faced with parameters and data of different Layer-wise Staleness, we prove that DSP converges to critical points for non-convex problems with SGD and momentum SGD.
• We evaluate our method via training deep convolutional neural networks. Extensive experimental results show that DSP achieves significant training speedup, strong robustness against random stragglers, and generalizes better compared with existing methods.
Background
We divide a CNN into K consecutive block so that the whole parameters x = (x 0 , x 1 , ..., x K−1 ) ∈ R d , where
, where h k denotes the input of block k. In particular, h 0 is the input data. The loss is L(h K , l), where l is the label. For simplicity, we define
Minimizing the loss of a K-block neural network can be represented by the following problem:
Backpropagation algorithm computes the gradient for block k via Eq. (2). The forward locking exists because the input of each block is dependent on the output from the lower block. The backward locking exists because each block cannot compute gradients until having received the error gradient δ from the upper block. Besides, the backward process can not start until the whole forward process is completed, which is known as the update locking.
After computing the gradients, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Robbins and Monro 1951) and its variants such as stochastic unified momentum (SUM) (Yang, Lin, and Li 
where x n is the parameters when training with the n th data (batch), α is the learning rate, and G(x n ; ξ) is the stochastic gradient. SUM updates the parameters via Eq. (3), where β is the momentum constant and y is the momentum term. When s = 1, SUM reduces to stochastic Nesterov's accelerated gradient (SNAG) (Nesterov 2013) .
Diversely Stale Parameters
In this section, we propose a novel training method named Diversely Stale Parameters. We will describe how to apply DSP to train neural networks in parallel via layer-wise staleness and how to compute the DSP gradient.
Layer-wise Staleness
We preset each block's Layer-wise Staleness to a different value to break the synchronization barrier of backpropagation. In order to represent the Layer-wise Staleness explicitly, we mark the parameters with a timestamp during the two-phase forward and backward training procedure. As shown in Figure 2 , the data is fowarded with parameters x 0 at timestamp t 0 , x 1 at timestamp t 1 , . . ., and x K−1 at timestamp t K−1 . For simplicity we denote the Forward Parameters as {x t k k } k=0,...,K−1 . Similarly we denote the Backward Parameters as {x
..,K−1 . Then we define Layer-wise Staleness as,
We also denote the maximum Layer-wise Staleness as ∆t = max k=0,1,...,K−1 ∆t k . It is worth noting that,
• Layer-wise Staleness ∆t k is a constant and set in advance.
• In standard BP computing gradient via Eq. (2), ∆t k = 0.
• In Features Replay algorithm,
• Marking parameters with timestamps distinguishes Layer-wise Staleness from traditional optimization methods, where parameters are actually marked with the data sequence index. The index can represent time only due to the sequential natural of data feeding.
DSP Gradient
Starting from here we introduce DSP out of feasibility consideration based on the concept of Layer-wise Staleness. We first go back to Figure 2 and set the constraints of DSP as
such that both the dependencies in the forward and backward pass no longer exist, because we do not need them to finish in the same timestamp anymore. It also corresponds to the fact that the data needs to go through bottom layers before go through the top layers, and the error gradient needs to go through top layers before go through bottom layers.
Based on backpropagation and Eq. (2), we should compute the gradient according to the following formula as we are updating the Backward Parameters {x
However, during the forward pass with Forward Parameters {x t k k } k=0,...,K−1 , it is infeasible to acquire information from future timestamps t 2K−1 , t 2K−2 , . . . , t K . Consequently we incorporate the recomputation technique and utilize both the Forward Parameters and Backward Parameters to compute DSP gradient as follows,
The reason behind the DSP gradient of Eq. (5) is that it is equivalent to Eq. (4) with parameters x * where the gradient is zero (x 
Incorporating Pipeline for Parallel Training
The computation of DSP gradient breaks the forward and backward dependencies/lockings of the same data as it will not appear in different blocks at the same timestamp. The update locking is then naturally broke. The Algorithm 1 in the view of the traversal of a single data is explicitly formed based on Figure 2 and Eq. (5). For practical parallel implementation of DSP, we incorporate data pipeline to keep all the blocks being fed with different data and running as shown in Figure 3 , which will be the same as Figure 2 if to consider a single data's behavior.
The detail of DSP for parallel training (Figure 3 , Algorithm 2) is as follows. We let the data source consecutively feeds and pipelines the data input. Different blocks process different data via FIFO queues, as a result the data travels each block at different timestamps. The block k has an input queue M k , output queue P k and gradient queue Q k of length 1 + m k , 1 + p k and 1 + q k respectively. It gets data from P k−1 , stores it into M k , computes the forward results and saves it into P k . Then it gets data from M k and error gradient from Q k+1 to do forward (called recomputation) and backward, and saves the backward error gradient into Q k . Note that P −1 is the input training data source, Q K contains error gradient directly from loss function, block K − 1 does not forward the data from P K−2 and block 0 does not save the error gradient. p K−1 is 0 because block K − 1 has no upper block to send output to; q 0 is also 0 because the backward ends at block 0. We denote it as DSP (m 0 , ..., m K−1 ; p 0 , ..., p K−1 ) and various settings can be chosen as long as the following constraints are meet:
The first constraint of Eq .(6) is to make the error gradient meet the activation of the same data. Besides adopting the recomputation technique to reduce memory consumption, DSP overlaps recomputation with the forward pass to save time. As a result of using queues, it also overlaps the communication between blocks with computation. The FIFO queues allow for some asynchrony which is effective for dealing with random stragglers.
Complexity The ideal time complexity of DSP is
and the space complexity is
, where T F and T B are serial forward and backward time, and L is the total number of layers. m k represents the Layer-wise Staleness of block k, and usually the FIFO queue length
L. Because we also have K L for deep models, the extra space consumption can be ignored.
Convergence Analysis
The convergence of DSP with SGD is first analyzed, then DSP with Momentum SGD. For simplicity we denote the Forward and Backward Parameters of data n as x n and x n . Error gradient δ
10: 
end for 17: end for Assumption 1 (Bounded variance) Assume that the DSP stochastic gradient G(x; ξ) satisfies:
Assumption 2 (Lipschitz continuous gradient) Assume that the loss and the output of the blocks have Lipschitz continuous gradient, that is, ∀k ∈ {0, 1, .., K − 1}, and
We define L := max k∈{0,1,...,K} L k . Note that ∇F (h 0 ; x 0,1 ; ...; x k,1 ) and ∇F (h 0 ; x 0,2 ; ...; x k,2 ) regarding parameters are Jacobian matrices. In fact, this is assuming that the partial model consisted of the blocks that the data has traveled, has Lipschitz continuous gradient.
Assumption 3 (Bounded error gradient) Assume that the norm of the error gradient that a block receives is bounded, that is, for any x ∈ R d , ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., K − 2},
This is assuming that the error gradient at each block does not explode. It is natural to make the above two block-wise assumptions as we are breaking the neural networks into blocks and parallelizing the execution of blocks. Lemma 1 If Assumptions 2 and 3 hold, the difference between DSP gradient and BP gradient regarding the parameters of block k satisfies:
Lemma 1 points out that the bottom blocks usually suffer from a larger difference because there are more terms on the right-hand side. This difference is also directly affected by Layer-wise Staleness.
DSP with SGD
Theorem 1 Assume assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Let c 0 = M 2 K(K + 1) 2 , and c 1 = −(∆t 2 + 2) + (∆t 2 + 2) 2 + 2c 0 ∆t 2 . If the learning rate α n ≤ c1 Lc0∆t 2 , then n=0 . Then we can prove that it converges to critical points for the nonconvex problem due to lim n→∞ E ∇f (x n ) 2 = 0.
DSP with Momentum SGD
Theorem 2 Assume assumption 1, 2 and 3 hold. Let c 2 =
, and c 5 =
. If the learning rate α is fixed and satisfies α ≤
Corollary 2.1 (Sublinear convergence rate) According to Theorem 2, by setting the learning rate α = 
The convergence performance of DSP is affected by Layer-wise Staleness rather than the staleness between different blocks.
Experiments
Experiment settings We implement DSP in TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) 1.9.0 with CUDA 9.0, and run the experiments on a server with 4 Nvidia Tesla P40 GPUs. ResNet98, ResNet164 with basic blocks and Resnet1001 with bottleneck blocks (He et al. 2016a) are tested. The model is divided into K blocks and distributed onto K GPUs. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009) datasets are used for training and testing. Standard data augmentation procedures are performed, including random cropping, random flipping and standardization. We use the batch size of 128 and SGD with the momentum constant of 0.9. For ResNet98 and ResNet164, the weight decay is 5 × 10 −4 , the initial learning rate is 0.01 with a decay of 0.1 at epoch 150 and 0.01 at epoch 225, and 300 epochs are trained in total; For ResNet1001, the weight decay is 2 × 10 −4 , the initial learning rate is 0.1 with a decay of 0.1 at epoch 100, 0.01 at epoch 150 and 0.001 at epoch 200, and 250 epochs are trained in total. Four methods are compared: (2,2,2,0;9,6,3,0) 93.27% 70.59% 92.66% 69.49% DSP (3,3,3,0;15,10,5,0) 91.74% 70.15% 92.95% 69.56% • BP: The standard backpropagation algorithm implemented in TensorFlow. For ResNet98 and ResNet164, BP runs on one GPU; For ResNet1001, BP runs on four GPUs using model parallelism because it is too large to fit in one GPU's memory.
• DNI: The Decoupled Neural Interface algorithm in . The auxiliary network consists of two hidden and one output convolution layers with 5 × 5 filters and padding size of 2. The hidden layers also use batch-normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) and ReLU (Nair and Hinton 2010).
• FR: The Features Replay algorithm in (Huo, Gu, and Huang 2018).
• DSP: Our Diversely Stale Parameters.
Faster convergence The DSP convergence curves regarding training epochs are nearly the same as FR and BP, while DNI does not converge (Figure 4, 5 (Xie et al. 2017 ) and a large dataset ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009 ) as shown in Figure 6 .
Stronger robustness We slow down each GPU by a certain percentage randomly with a probability of 1 3 and run the experiments on ResNet164 with K = 3 ( Table 2 ). The performance of FR degrades a lot because it does not break the forward locking nor completely decouple the backward pass. DNI does not converge and BP runs on one GPU, so they are not included. DSP is very robust with the best slow down percentage not exceeding or close to 1 3 of the corresponding GPU slow down percentage. Longer queues improve its robustness when the GPU performance continues to degrade. Therefore DSP can be very resilient to random stragglers and work well in practice with different delay settings.
Better generalization Table 1 shows the best top-1 test accuracy during the training process for different methods and settings. The test performance of DSP is always bet- ter than BP and FR. From Lemma 1 we know that the DSP gradient deviates from the BP gradient. This difference becomes small as the training proceeds, but could impose some noise and help find a better local minimum.
Difference of DSP and BP gradient We attest our theoretical analysis of Lemma 1 via checking the difference between DSP and BP gradient. From Figure 5 we can see that the difference drops very fast as the training proceeds and it drops faster for upper blocks, which confirms the key idea behind the DSP gradient. Moreover, the lower blocks suffer from a larger difference, and as the within-block staleness increases the difference will also increase, which matches the Lemma 1 well. As the learning rate drops, the difference drops a lot. This verifies that a smaller learning rate can deal with a larger number of blocks and maximum within-block staleness in Theorems 1 and 2.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed DSP, a novel way to train neural networks. DSP is proved to converge to critical points for non-convex problems. We apply DSP to train neural networks in parallel and the experiment results confirm our theoretical analysis. It achieves substantial amounts of speedup, resilience to random stragglers, and better generalization. The speedup can even exceed K compared with the model parallel BP due to the overlap of communication and computation.
